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Jian DAI and David M. ROCKE
Urban and regional air quality needs to be analyzed at various geographical scales.
Area source emission inventories usually estimate total emissions for various industrial and
commercial activities at the county or larger scales. Consequently, information on spatial
variation of emissions within a county, a critical requirement for urban airshed modeling, is
largely unavailable. This paper proposes a Poisson regression approach that enables us to
model small-area variation in source activities and to allocate county or regionwide emission
estimates to subcounty units. The new approach is used to model the spatial distribution of
automobile refinishing activities in the Sacramento modeling region in California. The paper
addresses the problem of overdispersion of variance in Poisson regression and evaluates
the effect of grid location on modeling results. The usefulness of geographical information
systems in spatial statistical analysis is demonstrated.
Key Words: Air pollution; Grid effects; Overdispersion; Poisson regression.
1. INTRODUCTION
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Poor air quality results from emissions of pollutants from various sources. Area sources
are generally referred to those sources that individually emit relatively small quantities of
air pollutants but collectively result in significant emissions. Area source emissions have
been traditionally estimated at the national level and then allocated to states and counties
(USEPA 1975; CARB 1995). Spatial variations in emissions at the subcounty or lower
levels have been largely unknown (Battye, Viconovic, and Williams 1993). Information on
spatial distribution of emissions at the local levels is, however, important in air pollution
management and planning for at least two reasons. First, such information helps identify the
presence of hot spots-areas of pollutant concentration where special local measures may
be needed to reduce the concentration. Second, the information is required by grid-based
photochemical air quality simulation models such as the Urban Airshed Model (Morris and
Myers 1990).
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One possible way to improve the area source emission inventory is to model the local
variations in source emission activities and to use the modeling results to allocate regionwide
emission estimates to subcounty units. In this paper, we propose a Poisson regression
approach to modeling spatial variation in area source emissions. This approach consists of
three steps. First, the modeling region is divided into a large number of exclusive zones.
Second, the number of pollution sources per zone for a source category is counted and a
Poisson regression model is estimated in which the count variable is correlated with a set
of predictors. Finally, allocation factors are computed and spatial variation is mapped and
evaluated.
These models are important not so much for use in the precise area from which the data
come but for future use in areas that are similar in characteristics to the areas from which
the measurements were taken but where data on the pollution source are not available. The
models we develop are intended to use widely available data to make such projections.
Poisson regression models are an important tool for analyzing count data and modeling
spatially distributed events (cf., Lawless 1987; Tsutakawa 1988; Xia, Carlin, and Waller
1997). The standard Poisson regression model is based on restrictive assumptions about
the variance of the dependent variable. However, air pollution data are often more variable
(overdispersed) than is implied in the standard model (Tango 1994). This paper applies
alternative approaches in Poisson regression and compares the results obtained from the
different approaches. In air quality modeling, grids are usually used as the units for analysis.
While the spatial analysis literature (Openshaw 1984) suggests that the choice of spatial~:arerarelyiDv"iistigatM 
in
grid location on the results of model estimation. The empirical study is conducted in the
Sacramento modeling region in California. The pollution source category chosen for the
application is automobile refinishing emissions. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the methods of analysis. Section 3 discusses database development.
Section 4 presents the results of statistical modeling. Section 5 provides concluding remarks.
2. METHODS OF ANALYSIS
2.1 STANDARD POISSON REGRESSION
The Poisson model stipulates that each independent response Yi is drawn from a Poisson
distribution with parameter Ai (i = 1, ..., N) such that
e-Ai)..Yi t
Y .! t
Yi = 0, 2,Pr(~ = Yi) =
In spatial analysis, the value of ,\ is interpreted as the spatial intensity of the phenomenon
under study, i.e., the expected number of events per unit of area. To account for the variations
in spatial intensity, ,\ is related to a set of explanatory variables, x, whose values vary across
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units such that
E(Yi I Xi) = Ai = exp(x~{3),
where {3 is a set of parameters to be estimated. In the standard Poisson regression model,
the mean and variance of Yi are assumed to be equal, i.e.,
var(Yi) = E(Yi) Ai
which is based on the premise that successive events occur independently and at the same
rate. This assumption is, however, implausible in many applications, as events often occur
in clusters. For example, industrial facilities tend to be located near each other to take
advantage of economies of scale and to facilitate business communication and cooperation.
It will be shown later that in the data used in this study the variance of the count variable is
larger than the mean. The standard Poisson regression model would have been misspecified
under the mean-variance equality assumption.
2.2 OVERDISPERSED POISSON REGRESSION
One way to relax the restrictive assumption of mean-variance equality consists of
assuming that (McCullagh and NeIder 1989)
q,"\(Xi),var(Yi I Xi)
where <1> is the dispersion parameter. It is obvious that <1> > 1 when the variances of observed~"~~~~
function since in it the variance of Yi increases as a linear function of Ai. The overdispersion
parameter can be estimated by
2
1 N (y ,-,\.,A ~ ~ ~
4>= N-=PL-I- A.. \~.'-'J
i=l A~
There are a number of test statistics available for testing whether the data is overdispersed
(e.g., Dean 1992). Here we use a score test against a more general Katz system of
distributions. The test statistic is given by (Lee 1986) as
, 1 ~ 1 [ A 2 ]...f2N L-I ~ (Yi -l)Yi -Ai , (2.4)s=-=
where :5.i = exp(xi.B) and .B is the maximum likelihood estimator of (3 under the null
hypothesis Ho of the Poisson model. Under Ho, the score is asymptotically normal N(O, 1)
and a test for overdispersion will be a one-sided test with critical region aI-a.
Overdispersion can result in serious bias in the standard errors of the coefficients. This is
because, when the count variable varies far more than what the standard Poisson regression
model accounts for, the estimated variances of the coefficients are much smaller than they
ought to be. With the estimate of dispersion parameter, corrections can be easily made by
multiplying the estimated covariance by <1>. We call the Poisson regression model with cor-
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rection to the estimated variances of the coefficients the overdispersed Poisson regression
model.
2.3 ROBUST POISSON REGRESSION
Robust regression models are a class of models that allows the estimation and statistical
inference about regressions without specifying an exact probability distribution for the data
and without resorting to non parametric methods. For example, one might only assume that
the data are from a linear exponential family that includes Poisson, normal, logit, or other
distributions. The results of Gourieroux, Montfort, and Trognon (1984a,b) show that any
linear exponential family will yield consistent estimates of the parameters of a correctly
specified mean function regardless of the true model. The usual estimated variance and
covariance matrix (VCM) under the maximum likelihood assumption is, however, incorrect
and needs to be adjusted. The asymptotic distribution of the estimator with correct VCM is
given by
where
[ {J2L A = E 8fJ{JfJ'
'{JL' 8L
8fJ
B=E
,8(:J
likelihood is equivalent to the usual likelihood function for a Poisson regression model. We
refer to the model with VCM of Equation (2.5) as the robust Poisson regression model.
2.4 ESTIMATION
The log likelihood for a Poisson regression model is given by
lnL = L .-Ai + YiX~13 -lnYi!]
The likelihood equation is
alnL
a(3
For the standard Poisson regression model, the VCM is computed as the inverse of the
Hessian
{J21nL
{Jfj{Jfj'
For the overdispersed model, this is multiplied by ~. For the robust Poisson regression
model, the VCM of /3 is given by
-1
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in which the estimated Poisson variance function is (White 1980)
V (Yi I Xi; .B) = (Yi -,).i) 2 .
Equation (2.6) is sometimes called the empirical sandwich variance estimator of the mean-
model parameters (Wolfinger 1996). Note that the robust Poisson regression model is more
general than the overdispersed Poison model and does not assume any particular form of
the variance function.
2.5 GOODNESS-OF-FIT EST AND PREDICTION
The goodness-or-fit can be evaluated using the deviance function (McCullagh and
NeIder 1989)
'xi) -(Yi -'xi)
or the scaled deviance function
where ~ is the estimated dispersion parameter. Either the deviance or the scaled deviance
gives the difference between the maximum log likelihood achievable and that achieved by
the model under testing and has asymptotically X2 distribution with (N -P) d.f., where
P is the number of regression coefficients in the model.
~7,",",c;CGivce,n the c~.es.timates",PI~ctionsb~;~ Poisson regression models are made~'~'~"'"'"-~. 
--"'c A A A
using &Juation (2.1). The prediction for observation i is Ai. The variance of Ai, V(Ai), can
be obtained by using a linear Taylor series approximation,( A ) A2 I ( A)V Ai = AiXiV 13 Xi,
where V (.fJ) is the estimated asymptotic covariance matrix for the regression coefficients.
Denote SE('\i) = '\i(X~V(.fJ)Xi)1/2. The prediction interval is
'\i) ,-Xi ::I: zo/2SE
where a is the significance level of the test.
2.6 EVALUATION OF GRID EFFECTS
In applications of statistical models to spatially distributed events, a study area needs
to be divided into a number of mutually exclusive zones. In air quality modeling and many
environmental studies, a study region is usually represented by grid cells. The number
of cells (and thus the area represented by each cell) can vary depending on the purpose
of the study, the model design, the data and computational resources available. The grid
origin (and thus the location of the cells) is usually determined arbitrarily as long as the
grid system covers the study area. While it is a generic problem in spatial analysis that the
size and configuration of a zoning system can affect the results of statistical analysis (e.g.,
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Openshaw 1984; Arbia 1989; Fotheringham and Wong 1991), grid effects are rarely
investigated in air pollution modeling. In this study, the origin of the grid system is selected
arbitrarily, while the urban airshed model requires that the grid size be 4 kIn. The question
is whether the choice of grid location would substantially affect the result of the analysis.
It is necessary as a part of the research to examine the sensitivity of the statistical results
to the selection of grid origins. Our approach is empirical: Resample the data by randomly
shifting the base grid, use the generated data to estimate a number of models, and examine
the distributions of the estimated coefficients and their standard errors.
The procedure is as follows:
.Create M grid systems by shifting randomly the base grid. which is equivalent o
randomly sampling the data given cell size.
.Generate M sets of data by spatially overlaying the grids with the data layers.
.Estimate M Poisson regression models using the generated ata sets.
.Examine the sample distributions of the estimated coefficients and their standard
errors.
3. THE DATABASE
3.1 DATABASE DEVELOPMENT
1}le area for whicb dIes~~g~,al,an~ysiswasconducte~_i~dI~ Sacramento modeling
""".~-" '" ,,"c- C"'"""C" ~..,,",,-_t~-c"'c'. -.;e,~c~c""c~c,."
regiofl;'wmchls
is shown in Figure 1. The emission source category selected for this study is automobile
refinishing, which is used by the California Air Resources Board (CARB 1995) to inventory
dIe total organic gas (TOG) emissions that result from automobile refinishing operations.
The study region has about 344 auto refinishing shops, whose location information was
collected from local phone books.
The initial database consists of dIe following information:
.locations of auto refinishing shops
.land use di~:ital maps
.1990 popul:!tion census data including census tract boundary files
.1994 llGEJR/line files.
The land use data ba!;ed on recent land surveys were provided by the California Department
of Water Resources. The census tract boundary files were obtained from the Teale Data
Center in Sacramento. The TIGER files were from the U.S. Census Bureau.
All geographic~uly referenced data were imported into a geographical information
system (GIS) named Arc/Info (ESRI 1996) and registered to the Universal Transverse
Mercator (UTM) coordinate system. The locations of the auto refinishing facilities were
geocoded using the address-matching tools available in Arc/Info. Figure 2 shows the spatial
distribution of automobile refinishing facilities in the study region.
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Figure 1. Study area.
The base grid, covering the study region, consists of 30 x 35 grid cells, each representing
an area of 4 kin x 4 kIn. This grid system is in agreement with the one used in the urban
airshed models. The 4-kIn cell size is considered to be appropriate for simulating air quality
in the study region. All data layers were integrated with the grid layer to generate grid-
based data, and the GIS was used to do the required spatial overlay operations, including
the following:
.point in polygon operations (overlaying the point coverages of emission sources
with the grid coverage)
.polygon on polygon operations (overlaying the land use coverage and census
coverage with the grid coverage)
.line in polygon operations (overlaying the highway coverage with the grid
coverage).
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Figure 2. Spatial variation in raw data
The spatial data overlay operations and the computation of cell-based data were automated
using programs written in the Arc Macro Language (AML).
Conversion of the original data to cell-based data is straightforward in general, but
precautions should be taken when polygon overlays are involved. The purpose of polygon
overlay is to derive data for one set of zones given the relevant data for another set. For
example, the data on population distribution in the study area is based on census zones and
must be converted to modeling grid cells. Thus, the data variable construction involves areal
interpolation. A simple interpolation technique called the areal weighting method is used
in the study. The method is described as follows.
Assume that data on the variable of interest, Z, are available for source zones S (e.g.,
census tracts) and need to be converted to target zones T (e.g., grid cells). When S intersects
T, their boundaries form an intersection zone ST. The source zone may fit completely onto
a target zone, but usually the source and target zones split each other and form a number of
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intersection zones. The sizes of the source zone, the target zone, and the intersection zones
must be accounted for when computing the data values for the target zones from the values
of the source zones.
Denote the data values for the source zone as Zs, the target zone as Zt, and the
intersection zone as Zst. Correspondingly, denote the sizes of the zones as As, At, and Ast,
respectively. The computation of Zt depends on the measurement of Z (Goodchild and
Lam 1980). When the value of Z for a target zone t is equal to the sum of its values for the
intersection zones, such as the number of pollution sources in a zone, the following areal
weighting is used:
If the variable value for a target zone is a weighted average of its value for the intersection
zones, such as population density, then the weight should be the ratio of the area of the
intersection zone to the area of the target zone, i.e.,
Zt = ~ ~
s At
It should be noted that the areal weighting method as described assumes that the
variable of interest is uniformly distributed over a source zone. This assumption is not
always plausible. The method of areal interpolation using ancillary data (Flowerdew and
Green 1994) may be used to make the interpolation more accurate, if such data are available.
3.1 VARIABLES
An important consideration in selection of variables for this study is that the variables
are based on data that are easily available and can be collected and updated on a regular
basis. This is important in practice for at least two reasons. First, it reduces the cost of
emission inventory. Second, it prevents discontinuity of emission inventory at the county
boundaries due to abrupt changes in data availability. All data used for this study can be
collected with little difficulty. Automobile refinishing shops are listed in local telephone
books. Data on population density and employment statistics are available from the U.S.
Census Bureau. Information on highways and roads can be extracted from the TIGER
files, which are also provided and updated by the U.S. Census Bureau. Land use data are
regularly collected by the state or local governments and are widely available. However, the
easy availability of data can also be a limitation to the study. For example, the data on urban
land use available for til1$ study is not as detailed as we wished since it does not contain
information on urban land zonings, which could be an important variable affecting the
locations of automobile refinishing businesses. Employment data based on census units is
not ideal for the modeling purpose as well. The response variable in the statistical modeling
is the number of automobile refinishing facilities per grid cell. This variable is used to
measure the level of automobile refinishing activities in the area and the variation in activity
levels across the cells. The database provides four basic explanatory variables as follows:
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.percentage of urban land use per cell
.miles of highways per cell
.1990 population density per cell
.1990 retail employment density per cell.
The variables used in the models are defined in Table
4. MODELING RESULTS
We presume that the relationships between the response variable and the predictors
discussed above are positive. In other words, we expect that the level of automobile
refinishing activity would be generally high in areas where the percentage of urban land use
is high, highway accessibility is good, and population and retail employment densities are
high. A number of models were fitted to the data before the final models were selected. In
the data fitting process, the explanatory variables were entered into the regression function
in various forms (e.g., quadratic) and in interaction terms, and the models were evaluated
using the test statistics discussed previously. The models with the following variables seemed
to fit the data well: percentage of urban land use (URBAN), miles of highways (HWY),
population density (POP), retail employment density (RETEMP), and the interaction term-
Table 1. Definition of Variables
VariablE' name Definition
~~c-,-,,- ."""';~"'.'oependent 
vanable
~~
"""- ~""";~:~?~- T;;~,,~
Number of auto refinishing shops
Percentage of urban land use
Miles of highway
Population density (1 ,000s of persons/square miles)
Retail employment density (1000 employees/square miles)
POP x RETEMP
Table 2. Results of Standard Poisson Regression
Number of obs = 545
Model chi2 (2.5) = 1,197.479
Prob > chi2 = 0.000
Pseudo R2 = 0.6045
Log likelihood (slopes = 0) = -990.553
Log likelihood = -391.779
PI >tlVariable Coefficient SE Asymptotic T ratio
URBAN
HWY
POP
RETEMP
POPRET
CONS
0.0414
0.1462
0.3820
3.1034
-1.2737
-2.6814
0.0047
0.0203
0.1095
1.3478
0.2223
0.1504
8.757
7.190
3.489
2.303
-5.728
-17.825
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.022
0.000
0.000
AUTOREF
Predictors
URBAN
HWY
POP
RETEMP
POPRET
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Table 3. Results of Alternative Poisson Regression Models
Estimated standard errors
Estimated
coefficients
Standard
model
Overdispersed
model
Robust
modelVariable
0.0068
0.0291
0.1567
1.9288
0.3182
0.2153
0.0129
0.0358
0.3079
3.2393
0.5358
0.2613
URBAN
HWY
POP
RETEMP
POPRET
CONS
0.0414
0.1462
0.3820
3.1034
-1.2737
-2.6814
0.0047
0.0203
0.1095
1.3478
0.2223
0.1504
:-~
the product of' population density and retail employment density (POPRET). We first
examine the result of the standard Poisson regression model, then compare it with those of
the overdispersed and the robust models.
Table 2 presents the estimation results of the standard model, i.e., the estimated values
of the regression coefficients, their standard errors, and asymptotic i-values. The value of
the goodness-of-fit test is 585.5 with 539 d.f. The test statistic is the deviance function
defined in Equation (2.7). The test value is close to but does not exceed the upper 95%
critical point of the chi-square distribution. The estimated coefficients have expected signs
and small standard errors, which are yet to be adjusted for overdispersion.
Equation (2.3) was used to estimate the value of the overdispersion parameter. The value
of 4> is 2.05, indicating that the data are overdispersed. The result of the score test of Equation
cc~""" "=~"'.-.""'":"o,:="~"c 0" 0~"1'+~:"""':*0.~""" ",,'"o.o.o.OOC?" c~'o
"{2:4}is'26;59, furtheieonfirming the overdispemon.The problem of overdispersionwas
tackled in the two alternative models, whose results are presented in Table 3. The second
column in Table 3 shows the estimated coefficients, which are the same for all three models.
Columns 3-5 list the estimated standard errors from the three models. Notice that the
estimated standard errors become larger from the standard model to the overdispersed
model and the robust model. In the overdispersed model, the standard errors were adjusted
upward using the estimated value of the overdispersion parameter, and in the robust model,
Equation (2.6) was used to estimate the variance-<:ovariance matrix of the coefficients.
The value of the goodness-of-fit test from the scaled deviance function is 285.9,
indicating that there is no evidence of lack of fit for the overdispersed Poisson model.
It is noted from Table 3 that, in the robust model, the coefficient RETEMP has a large
standard error. This variable should probably have been dropped from the model if it were
not one of the two base variables for the interaction term POPRET. The scaled deviance
would increase by 7.6 if RETEMP were excluded from the model and by 12.3 if both
RETEMP and the interaction term POPRET were dropped. Therefore, we keep the variable
RETEMP in the model. Given the apparent fit of the overdispersed Poisson model, the
standard errors from this model are probably the most reasonable to use rather than the
more pessimistic ones from the robust variance.
The fit of the models to the data can also be evaluated using maps of the raw and fitted
data. Figure 3 shows the spatial variations in the fitted data by the overdispersed model. A
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Figure 3. Spatial variation in fitted data.
comparison of Figure 3 with Figure 2 suggests that the model generally fits the data well.
The two maps show similar patterns of spatial variation in automobile refinishing facilities.
On both maps, l:he facilities are distributed in urban areas and along major highways and
most facilities are located in the Sacramento metropolitan area. Although the model gets
general location well, there are some high residuals in certain urban areas. An inspection of
the residuals suggests that the underpredictions tend to be in some urban peripheral areas
and the overpredictions occur in some residential areas. The fitness of the model can be
improved if the data on urban land use zonings are available.
We now evaluate the effect of grid location on modeling results. Recall that the
procedure is to randomly shift the base grid M times, estimate M sets of coefficients
and their standard errors using the generated data sets, and examine the distributions of the
estimates. In the study, M was chosen to be 40. The results are summarized in Table 4.
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Table 4. Distribution of Estimates From Resampled Data
Distribution of coefficients
Variable Mean SE Standard
Distribution of standard errors
Robust
URBAN
HWY
POP
RETEMP
POPRET
CONS
0.0464
0.1203
0.3589
1.6312
-1.1201
-2.6930
0.0069
0.0260
0.1340
1.6596
0.3852
0.1837
0.0047 (0.0003)
0.0204 (0.0014)
0.1117 (0.0052)
1.3988 (0.0440)
0.2479 (0.0143)
0.1540 (0.0098)
0.0134
0.0444
0.3074
3.7828
0.6245
0.2605
NOTE: Shown in parentheses are standard errors of the standard errors.
One possible concern is that the coefficients of the predictive model depend not only
on the data configuration but also on the grid origin chosen. The second column in Table 4
shows the average values of the coefficients across the 40 grid shifts; these are remarkably
close to the original coefficients in Table 3 with the exception of the variable RETEMP. The
standard deviation across the grid shift replications (column 3) is generally small compared
to the size of the coefficient.
It is also interesting to compare the standard deviation of a coefficient across grid shift
replications with the average of the estimated standard deviation. The coefficients vary
across grid shift replicates because the grid shift results in a different data set from the
point of view of the grid aggregates. This can be thought of as a kind of bootstrapping in
which new dati sets similar to the original one are generated. The fact that the variation of
coefficientS across grid"sbiftrep1icates resemblcsclosely the estimated coefficient standard
errors from the: overdispersed model and the fact that the overdispersed model appears to
fit the data suggest that the errors induced by picking a single grid origin do not add much
to the existing errors as measured by the overdispersed Poisson model.
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Air quality management requires information on spatial distribution of air pollutant
emission sources. Currently, estimates of area source emissions are available only at the
county or higher levels, which severely limits the capabilities of air quality modeling and
management. This paper develops a new approach that applies statistical models and GIS
methods to improve area source emissions inventories. The approach has a number of
advantages. It is easy to implement and it uses data that can be easily collected and regularly
updated. The modeling results can be used to allocate countywide emission estimates to
modeling grids, thereby facilitating air quality simulation models such as the urban airshed
model. The results can be used to analyze the spatial variations in emission sources at
subcounty levels and to detect the potential local concentration of air pollution.
The application is for automobile refinishing inventory in the Sacramento modeling
region. Data were collected from government agencies and other sources, and a GIS was
used for processing spatial data. A common problem in spatial analysis is that the areal unit
(0.0029)
(0.0064)
(0.0608)(0.5846)
(0.0923)
(0.0205)
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for which data are collected is not necessarily the one required by the analysis. One of
the methods for areal data conversion and interpolation, the areal weighting method, was
discussed. In the statistical modeling, the data were fitted by Poisson regression models.
The results of statistical tests indicated that the data are overdispersed, i.e., the assumption
of equal mean and variance underlying the standard model was not met by the data.
Therefore, two alternative models, namely the overdispersed model and the robust model,
were developed. The models fit the data well. The fitted data showed similar patterns of
spatial variation in the raw data.
In air quality analysis, a modeling grid is usually used to divide the study region into
a large number of mutually exclusive zones. The grid origin (and thus the location of
the cells) is usually chosen arbitrarily. This paper evaluates the sensitivity of the Poisson
regression models to the selection of grid origins. In the study, the data were resampled a
number of times by randomly shifting the base grid, and sets of regression coefficients were
estimated. The estimated coefficients were reasonably stable, suggesting that the modeling
results would not be substantially affected by the choice of grid location. The standard errors
directly computed from the coefficient estimates were compared to those from the estimated
variance and covariance matrices of the three alternative models. The overdispersed model
appears to provide more accurate estimates of the standard errors than the other two models.
Although the empirical models fit the data reasonably well, there are some high residuals
in certain urban areas. Overpredictions were found in certain residential areas where land
was exclusively zoned for residential use and underpredictions were detected in some
urban peripheral areas where land was recently developed for commercial and industrial
uses~~ggestSthe:needto collect infom1ationoffurban1~duse zonings and new l~
development. nle coarseness of the grids is also a concern. The 4-krn cell size appropriate
for the urban airshed model may not be fine enough for deriving accurate data for statistical
modeling. A smaller cell size may help increase the homogeneity of data within a cell.
This study is a first step toward improving the methodology for area source emission
inventory and air quality management. In further studies, we intend to overcome some of
the limitations in the data and further refine the empirical models. The effect of cell size on
modeling results is an issue to be investigated.
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